OSU Extension Service
School Tour Archaeology Kit #2
Contents (variety of reproduction native American tools that students can handle under close supervision)

- Photo Keys to Contents

- In PVC Tube: 2 atlatl arrow shafts

- In Large Box
  - Atlatl
  - Short spear
  - Fire starting bow, shaft, friction base & cap stone
  - Cedar bark basket or quiver
  - Cedar bark cord

- In Small Box
  - Cutting tool
  - Small thumb scraper
  - Dart point
  - 2 fish hooks (2 styles)
  - Drill point
  - Scraper
  - Hide working tool (scraper/perforator)
  - 2 Arrow points
  - Hafted scraper
  - 2 stone-pointed tips for atlatl shafts
  - Bone handled stone knife